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Resistive RAM (RRAM) is a promising candidate for compute in memory (CIM) applications owing to its natural multiply -andaccumulate structure in a 1T-1R bitcell, high -bit density, nonvolatility, and voltage and process compatibility. These properties
seek to advance applications such as AI with higher throughput and
bit-density. However, due to process, temperature, and write-to-write
variations the resistive state of each RRAM undergoes both spatial
and temporal variations. Significant effort has been mad e to reduce
the impact of device variation using iterative write verify (IWV) or
training-aware approaches [1]. Unfortunately, traditional ECC is not
compatible with CIM when multiple cells are read simultaneously on
the same bitline. To address this issue at the circuit level, this paper
presents a 64Kb RRAM macro in 40nm CMOS supporting SECDED
(single error correction, double error detection) scheme compatible
with CIM for any number of parallel row accesses. Compared to prior
work, our results indicate that CIM-SECDED (1) improves bit error
rate (BER) by up to 69.2× for compute in-memory (2) relaxes the
constraints on resistance variations and directly lowers IWV and
write voltages. As a result, when applied to AI workloads we achieve
(1) 24.4% (29.9%) accuracy improvement on the CIFAR10
(ImageNet) dataset (2) and consequently, improved endurance
though lowering write voltage requirements [2].
Fig 1. shows the proposed CIM RRAM macro supporting 8-bit weight
networks using 8 adjacent 1-bit RRAM cells. The details of peripheral
design of the macro have been discussed i n [4]. Here we present the
circuit and architecture that enables error detection and correction
logic for CIM-SECDED. The BL during RD is selected by the 8:1
BL/SL MUX and connected with a 4-bit ADC-based readout circuit.
Integrated and programmable IWV is used to obtain a high ratio
between the HRS and LRS states and low device variation when
reading up to 8 wordlines at a time (Fig. 1). However, the IWV policy
must be considered carefully as high write voltage and successive
writes lowers endurance. The CIM-SECDED detection and
correction technique uses hamming codes just as traditional
SECDED. CIM-SECDED is implemented using digital logic and
operates on the output from the ADCs. After performing CIMSECDED, shift and add logic are appl ied for implementation of
vector-matrix multiplication (VMM).
Fig. 2. shows single cell read and multi -row (8 row) read data
collected from the array. LRS and HRS distributions are collected
after writing the devices with 3 different write voltages. While higher
write voltages yield tighter distributions and higher resistance ratio, it
lowers device endurance [2]. Despite achieving a tight resistance
window, multi-row read significantly increases the chance of error
due to accumulated variation from several cells. To quantify this error
rate, we randomly program the cells such that a uniform distribution
of values is achieved (0-8 LRS) and perform multi-row read. Fig. 2.
shows this result in the form of a confusion matrix where the
expected ADC output code is on y-axis and the actual ADC output
code is on the x-axis. Each bin shows the percent of actual ADC
output codes were obtained for the expected ADC output code.
When the number of LRS cells is low (< 4) the result is always correct
for the experiment’s sample size (8192 total). When more LRS cells
are read, errors occur with increasing frequency. However, we note
that errors are always constrained to ±1 errors (i.e., |measured –
expected ADC code| <= 1). This observation occurs because
resistance variations follow a normal distribution and thus
neighboring ADC codes (±1) are exponentially more likely. This
property has special implications for both error correction and
detection. Like traditional SECDED, a ±1 error can be detected and
localized using a hamming code.
The proposed encoding, decoding, and correction steps for CIMSECDED are shown in Fig. 3 along with 1 encoding example and 2
decoding examples. The example shown uses a (4, 3) hamming
code for each row and requires an additional 2 bits for double error

detection and sign detection (±1). Compared to traditional SECDED,
CIM-SECDED requires only 1 additional bit which enables sign
detection. For example, to protect 32 bits of data SECDED requires
7 parity bits and CIM-SECDED requires 8 bits (7+1). The encoding
for CIM-SECDED is shown in the top left, where the localization
(parity) and sign bits are computed as a function of the 4-bit data.
The 3 parity bits are computed the same way as traditional SECDED.
The first sign bit (S0) also serves as double error detection. The
second sign bit (S1) is computed as mod -4 and shifting by 1.
Combined, the two bits serve as a checksum for the sum of the data
and parity bits. This enables sign detection and correction. Although
mod-3 would enable simpler sign detection, mod-4 is used because
it preserves double error detection. One example problem is shown
in the top right, where we compute the parity and sign bits and show
the mapping to the RRAM CIM macro. The error is localized and
double errors are checked using the same method as traditional
SECDED. For localization we need only consider the LSB of each
ADC readout (i.e. 0→0; 1→1; 2→0; 3→1) because errors are
constrained to ±1. Then the sign of the error is computed using the
computed checksum and the checksum encoded in the sign bits. The
sign is obtained using a LUT containing 16 entries for the various
possible outcomes shown in the bottom left. Lastly, the address is
decoded and the error (±1) is applied to the victim ADC output.
Fig 4. shows the CIM-SECDED flow, starting from encoding the
weights with parity bits to decoding and correcting checksums in the
on-chip macro. For most CIM applications encoding can be done offchip, and only decoding is required on -chip. Our complete (32, 8)
CIM-SECDED design is shown in the bottom as a fully digital
implementation. Like standard SECDED, an XOR tree is used for
each of the localization bits. To compute the calculated mod -4
checksum a single 2-bit no-carry adder tree is used. Using the output
of localization and sign detection , double error detection and the sign
lookup are performed. And lastly a state machine interprets the
address, DED flag, and sign to update the ADC output codes.
In Fig. 5 we quantify BER and its impact on template AI applications.
We apply our data in Fig. 2 to standard DNN benchmarks. The bar
charts reveal the error breakdown for each layer in a prototypical
VGG11 network. For 7.1% LRS variation (VBL=1.7 in Fig. 2), we
observe up to 4 errors per parallel ADC readout (40=32+8 codes).
For 3.7% LRS variation (VBL=1.9 in Fig. 2) we observe up to 2 errors.
The significant majority of the CIM operations result in either 0 error
or 1 error. When using CIM-SECDED the operations resulting in only
a single error are successfully corrected, thus reducing the BER
69.2× over prior work. This translates to accuracy improvement in
the CNN classification tasks shown in the table below. CIM-SECDED
reduces error for all test conditions. Specifically, it yields 0% (0.4%)
accuracy loss on ImageNet compared to an unacceptable 3.9%
(16.7%) accuracy loss without it. Furthermore, it offers very low error
on CIFAR10 and thus enables lower WR voltage and tolerates higher
resistance variation. By reducing write voltage, we can both improve
endurance [2] and reduce power by up to 24.9%.
Fig 6. shows a breakdown of the area and power in the RRAM CIM
macro. The CIM-SECDED logic accounts for only 3.5% of the total
area and 15% of the total power. However, 20% (8/40) of the RRAM
cells and read circuit must be allocated as parity bits and account for
an additional 13.3% total area and 16.4% total power consumed.
While CIM-SECDED incurs overhead, we still find it achieves
competitive efficiency of 43.1 TOPS/W at 100 MHz. A comparison
with the state-of-the-art CIM architectures [3-8] illustrates
competitive metrics while addressing key technological challenges.
The die-shot and the chip -characteristics are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the compute in-memory RRAM macro with
CIM-SECDED & iterative write verify control.

Fig. 2. Measured (A) LRS & HRS distributions (B) CIM confusion matrix.

Fig. 3. CIM-SECDED encoding and decoding with examples.

Fig. 4. Software flow and digital decoding and correction logic.

Fig. 5. (A) Bit error rate (BER) and (B) accuracy loss on CIFAR10 &
ImageNet with CIM-SECDED using LRS variation from Fig 2.

Fig. 6. (A) Area and power breakdown by module (B) Comparison with
state-of-the-art compute in-memory macros.
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Fig. 7. Micrograph of the test chip and summary of performance

